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The widespread use of shock tubes in laboratory pract ice  is well known. However, despite exis t -  
ing information [1] about shock-wave velocities of ~ 100 km/sec ,  experimental  data on the size 
of the shock-heated region behind the shock front  are confined to the Mach numbers M = 10 [210 
Theoret ical  d a t a d o  not go beyond the l imit  of this range except for  air  where calculations were 
per formed up to M :~ 20 [3, 4]+ Behind strong shocks,  the effects result ing f rom viscosity,  ther -  
mal conductivity, and radiation of the medium should lead to ser ious deviation of the actual flow 
f rom the idealized pat tern for  uniform motion of a piston in a channel filled with a nonviscous,  
thermally nonconducting, and nonradiating medium. It  is therefore  pract ica l  to make an exper i -  
mental study of the behavior  of density and of the size of the shock-heated region behind a shock 
f rontpropagat ingdown the channel of a shock tube that is capable of producing velocities up to 8 
km/sec .  

The shock tube used in the experiments  was s imi lar  to the one descr ibed in [5], but in these experiments  
the internal c r o s s  section of the channel in the low-pressure  chamber  was a 27 x 27 ram2~ An additional sec-  
tion of g r e a t e r  c r o s s  section was installed beyond the viewing ports  so that reflection of the shock wave f rom 
the end did not disturb the flow pat terns.  Argon was ased as the test  gas. 

The study was based on the in te r fe romet r i c  method for determination of density using the Rozhdestven-  
skii system [6] in which a M a c h - Z e n d e r  in t e r f e romete r  was c rossed  with a spectrograph.  This sys tem was 
supplemented with a time sweep s imi la r  to that used in [7]. The experimental  a r rangement  is shown in Fig. 1. 
In the f igure,  I-IV are in te r fe romete r  m i r r o r s ;  L 1 and I~ are lenses;  6 is an ISP-51 spectrograph;  7 and 8 are  
a driven photodetector and its supply unit; 5 and 4 are the light source  and its supply unit. 

A pulsed discharge  in a capi l lary  was used as the probing light source 5; the energy distribution in its 
spec t rum corresponded to the distr ibution in a black-body spect rum at a temperature  of approzimately 40,000~ 
A descript ion of this source  is given in [8]. 

The system for  velocity measu remen t  is shown schematical ly  in Fig~ 1. Here ]31, D2, D3, D4, and D 5 are 
ionization detectors  with the dis tances DID2, D2D3, D3D4, and D4D 5 being respect ively,  100, 300, 80, and 240 ram; 
1 is a unit which produces an e lect r ical  impulse af ter  short ing of the in tere lec t rode  gaps of the ionization de tec-  
t o r s b y p l a s m a ; 2  is an S1-17 oscil loscope;  3 is a G-4-18A sine-wave genera tor ;  4 is a synchronization unit. 

The driven photodetector consisted of an objective, a 12-sided p r i sm  with m i r r o r  faces,  and a film cas-  
sette (Isopankhrom-13 film was ususal ly  used). The rate of p r i sm  rotation during an experiment was 375 rps,  
which made it possible to obtain a time resolution of about 0.3 ~sec.  Since h igh-order  in terference was used, 
near ly  ver t ica l  bands were produced on the film. When one of the arms of the in tc r fe romete r  was crossed  by 
a wave or  by the contact region,  a shift in the in terference pattern occur red .  Detection of these points in t ime 
on the film made it possible to determine the distance between the shock wave and the contact region. 
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The distance f rom the second diaphragm to the center  of the window in the measur ing section was 220 cm. 
This value was selected on the basis that the length of the shock-heated region in the ease of a turbulent layer  
pract ical ly  reaches  its maximum value at 80-90 channel d iameters  f rom the diaphragm [3]. Fo r  the analogous 
situation to occur  wSth laminar  flow, it is neces sa ry  to inc rease  this distance by factors  of 2-3,  which is in-  
convenient because it leads to a significant reduction in the shock-wave velocity in the section where the mea-  
surements  are made. 

An in te r fe rogram obtained for shock-wave motion in argon (initial p res su re ,  10 mm Hg) at a velocity of 
4.3 krn/sec is shoran in Fig. 2 where it is apparent that af ter  the abrupt displacement of the bands at if, ~aich 
is associated with the shock front ,  there follows a region of density variat ion corresponding to the re turn  of 
the medium to equilibrium (relaxation region). There  then follows a region where fur ther  displacement of the 
interference bands is almost unobservable,  Joe., the density remains  pract ical ly  unchanged. Beyond the region 
of stable bands, there follows a region of random variations in the in terference pattern,  the beginning of ~4aich 
is identified with the ar r ival  of the contact  region. The interval between the f i r s t  abrupt shift in the in ter ference  
pat tern  and the beginning of the random oscil lat ions of the in terference bands was taken as the duration of the 
shock-heated region.  This time multiplied by the shock-wave velocity gives the size of the shock-heatedregion.  
As the shock-wave velocity inc reases ,  the relaxation region dec reases ,  the bands in the in ter ference  pat tern 
begin to experience a tilt that is small  at f i rs t  and then considerable,  and the length of the shock-heated region 
dec reases  and is 1.5-2 crn at velocities of 7-8 k m / s e c .  At such high velocit ies,  intense radiation is produced 
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behind the shock front which hinders the study of the behavior of in terference bands for  approximately 1 #sec 
after their  f i r s t  abrupt shift. Measured s izes  of the shock-heated region in argon at 220 cm from the diaphragm 
are plotted in Fig. 3. The size of the shock-heated region is plotted on the ordinate; the shock velocity and the 
corresponding value of the Maeh number  are  plotted along the abscissa;  1 denotes the resul ts  obtained for  an 
initial p re s su re  of 1 mm Hg, 2 for  10 mm Hg, and 3 for  50 mm Hg. The dashed line in Fig. 3 was calculated 
for  an initial p r e s s u r e  of 10 mm Hg by means  of the 'eontaminat ionlaw" [9] according to which the length of 
the shock-heated region is reduced by a fac tor  of two (because of mixing at the boundary of the contact region) 
in comparis ion with the length calculated without considerat ion of boundary layers  and mixing. This relation 
was established for  low Mach numbers  and, as is c lea r  f rom a compar ison of the dashed curved and the experi-  
mental data for  initial p r e s s u r e s  of 10 and 50 mm Hg, the resul ts  of [9] and the experimental  data agree in the 
region of Mach numbers  M =10-12 .  Fo r  initial p r e s su re s  of 1 mm Hg over  the entire range of Maeh numbers 
covered,  and also for  10 and 50 mm Hg when M > 15, the actual values for  the length of the shock-heated region 
are considerably less than follows f rom the "contamination law" with the experimental  values for  the length 
of the shock-heated region differing by factors  of approximately 5-6 for  velocities around 8 k in/see  [9]. Calcu- 
lations per formed in [3, 4] up to M = 10 assumed the validity of the Sutherland viscos i ty  law with the ratio of 
the specific heat capacit ies  being taken as 5/3 and the Prandtl  number  as 0.67~ Since the fulfillment of these 
assumptions is doubtful at higher  Mach numbers ,  i t  is inadvisable Lo extrapolate these curves  into the region 
of higher  Mach numbers  for  compar i son  with the resul ts  of this work. 

In o r d e r  to determine density, we selectwavelengths )`1, . � 9  )`n corresponding to the luminosity maxima 
before arr ival  of the shock wave. The number  n is determined by the number  of p lasma components for which 
it is  neces sa ry  to determine the concentration. The following relations are valid for  these wavelengths: 

a) before a r r iva l  of shock wave, 

,-to (x,) N , o =  k~,~d .... ~ ~o (~-~) N~o = k --~. n d ~ 
i i 

(1) 

b) af ter  arr ival  of shock wave, 

rio (i~.~) :V~o @ ~ r j  (;~1) Nj  --  re ()'1) Ne = (t;z @ ~1) ;i-A-' 
d ~ ~  j 

r~o (~.~) N~o + ~ rj ()~,) Nj -- r~ ()~) N~ ---- (k~ + 5~) -~-, 
i j 

(2) 

where ri0(~ ), rj ()`), and re(), ) are,  respect ively ,  the refract ion of neutral ,  ionic, and electronic components per  
neutral  par t ic le ,  ion, o r  electron;  Ni0 and N'i0 are the concentrat ions of neutral  par t ic les  before and af ter  the 
arr ival  of the shock wave, respect ively;  Nj and N e are,  respect ively ,  the ion and electron concentrat ions;  k 1, 
. . .  , k n a r e  the o rde r s  of in ter ference  including the shift resul t ing f rom the nonidentical arms of the inter-  
f e r o m e t e r ; 5 1 , . . .  , 6 n are the shifts of the bands result ing f rom arr ival  of the shock wave; and d is the dis-  
tance between the ports  of the viewing section. 

In writing the equation sys tem (2), we assume that the contribution to ref rac t ion by excited par t ic les  dif- 
fe rs  little (per individual part icle)  f rom the contribution by the corresponding par t ic les  in the unexcited state.  
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When M ~ 10, d isplacement  of bands over  the ent ire  shook-heated region is  prac t ica l ly  absent and, consequent-  
ly, the band shift caused by the effect of the boundary l ayer  can be neglected. At h igher  Mach numbers ,  the 
size of the boundary l ayer  dec reases  [3] and therefore  its effect on displacement  is not taken into consideration 
in writing the equation sys tem (2). 

Subtracting the f i rs t  equation of the sys tem (1) f rom the f i rs t  equation of sys tem (2), the second equation 
of sys tem (1) f rom the second equation of sys tem (2), etc.,  we obtain 

J (3) 

This sys tem of equations makes it possible to determine N'i0 , Nj, and N e if  ri0(X), rj(A), and re(h ) are known 
and 61, . . .  , 5n a re  assigned.  Fo r  singly ionized argon, where the number  of argon ions equals the number  of 
e lect rons ,  we have f rom Eqs. (3), 

ro(;~i)ANo ~- [r+(~,l) - -r~(~ , l ) ]N~ = 5i~.Jd; 
ro(~)ANo -F [r+(;~2) -- r~(~.) ]N~ = 5~,~/d. 

(4) 

The subscr ipts  0 and +, respect ively ,  denote the argon atom and argon ion; According to [10, 11], r0(X) = A. 
(1 +B/X2), w h e r e A =  1.04 "10 -23, B = 5 .6-10 -3, and r e = e2x2/2~mc 2. One can assume r+(X) = 0.69r0(X ) fo r  the 
ionic component.  The last  relat ion was determined in [11] and confirmed in [12]. The specified constants and 
Eqs~ (4) were  used to determine the concentrat ions of atoms and ions. With a knowledge of these quantities,  one 
can find the density. The e r r o r  in the determinat ion of the density by this method does not exceed 30%. 

The band shift was determined in the following way. F i r s t  the in terference pattern was recorded  for  
weak shock waves such that the band shift c lear ly  did not exceed the spacing between bands~ The shock-wave 
velocity was then increased gradually,  which made it possible to follow the gradual change in the band shift 
and thereby determine 5. Integral and half- integral  values of 5 were used in the determination of density, 
since the determination of their locations on the wavelength scale can be per formed with grea tes t  accuracy.  

Density values behind an incident wave propagating in argon at an intial p re s su re  of 10 mm Hg determined 
by the method discussed are  denoted by the c i rc les  in Fig. 4; the dashed curve  is a calculated one in accordance 
with [13, 14]. The experimental  values are related to the time immedia te ly  following the relaxation region. 
A compar ison  of the experimental  and theoretical  data leads to the conclusion that the actual values for  argon 
density immediate ly  behind a shock wave when M < 24 agree within experimental  e r r o r  with Chose calculated 
f rom conservat ion laws in the Rankine-Hugoniot  form.  

tt appeared pract ica l  to follow the behavior of density ove r  the entire shock-heated region by means of 
this method. Figure 5 shows the dependence of density on distance f rom the shock front in argon at an initial 
p r e s su re  of 10 mm Hg for  the fol lowingMach numbers :  1) M = 10.0; 2) M = 13.4; 3) M = 16.5; 4) 54 = 20.3; 
curve 5 f rom [16] is for M = 17. The ratio between the density in a given c ross  section of the shock-heated 
region and the minimum density in that region is plotted on the ordinate; the ra t io  between the distance f rom 
the shock front and the total length of the shock-heated region for a given Mach number  obtained f rom the ex- 
perimental  data in Fig. 3 is plotted on the abscissa .  The relaxation region is excluded f rom consideration.  As 
is c l ea r  f rom Fig. 5, the density over  the entire shock-heated region remains  pract ica l ly  constant for  Mach 
numbers  up to 13.5 and can be calculated by means of conservat ion laws at the shock discontinuity~ For  Mach 
numbers  M > 16, a s imi la r  s ta tement  can only be made with respec t  to the f i r s t  half  of the shock-heated region. 
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Subsequent inc rease  in density becomes  quite significant, goes beyond the limits of experimental  e r r o r ,  and 
reaches  70%. 

Calculations per formed in [15] for  a completely monatomic gas led to an increase  of approximately 10% 
in all even for  M = ~ with the inc rease  occur r ing  mainly initially in a distance of roughly one-fifth of the shock- 
heated region~ The changes in density observed experimentally,  as seen in Fig. 5, were considerably g rea t e r  
and cannot be explained mere ly  through the effect of  the boundary layer .  Radiation cooling can play a large 
par t  in this case and it is  therefore  reasonable to compare  the experimental  data  with the calculations in [16, 
17] where this effect was included. The considerat ion of radiation was per formed more  cor rec t ly  in [16], 
since there, in contrast  to [17], line radiation was taken into account. The compar ison with the resul ts  of [16] 
is shown in Fig~ 5. Note that [16] gives the temperature  distribution calculated under the assumption of con- 
stant p r e s s u r e  behind the shock front.  Using this assumption, one can conver t  f rom tempera ture  distribution 
to density distribution. Curve 5 in Fig~ 5 was obtained by such a convers ion for  M = 17. Comparison of this 
curve with curve 3, which was obtained for  s imi la r  conditions, indicates sa t i s fac tory  agreement  between exper-  
imental and theoretical data. A s imi la r  conclusion was reached f rom a comparison of curve 2 with the calcu-  
lation performed in [16] for M = 13o Based on the comparison,  one can conclude that the increase  in density 
along the shock-heated region in argon when M = 10 is p r imar i ly  associated with radiation cooling. 
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